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Encyclopedia of Ancient Natural Scientists: The Greek Tradition and its Many HeirsRoutledge, 2009

	The Encyclopedia of Ancient Natural Scientists is the first comprehensive English language work to provide a survey of all ancient natural science, from its beginnings through the end of Late Antiquity. A team of over 100 of the world’s experts in the field have compiled this Encyclopedia, including entries which are...
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Science Fact and Science Fiction: An EncyclopediaRoutledge, 2006

	Science fiction is a literary genre based on scientific speculation. Works of science fiction use the ideas and the vocabulary of all sciences to create valid narratives that explore the future effects of science on events and human beings. Science Fact and Science Fiction examines in one volume how science has propelled...
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The Last Male Bastion: Gender and the CEO Suite in Americas Public CompaniesRoutledge, 2009

	Not until 1997 did a female become chief executive officer of a Fortune 500 corporation (Jill Barad, at Mattel Toy Co. Women’s progress since that time has been in fits and starts, exceedingly slow. The number of women CEOs reached 4 in 1999 only to slide back to 2 in 2001. Meanwhile, while not reaching anything approaching parity,...
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Communications Satellites: Global Change Agents (Telecommunications Series)Routledge, 2004

	Over the past 40 years, satellites have played a key role in creating a global culture, spreading worldwide entertainment, stimulating technological interchange, and promoting trade around the world. Communications Satellites: Global Change Agents addresses communications satellites not only in terms of the technology and the services...
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Governing Climate Change (Global Institutions)Routledge, 2010

	Governing Climate Change provides a short and accessible introduction to how climate change is governed by an increasingly diverse range of actors, from civil society and market actors to multilateral development banks, donors and cities.


	The issue of global climate change has risen to the top of the international...
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Financial Econometrics (Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance)Routledge, 2002

	This book focuses on time series models widely and frequently used in the examination of issues in financial economics and financial markets, which are scattered in the literature and are yet to be integrated into a single-volume, multitheme and empirical research-oriented text. The book, providing an overview of contemporary topics related...
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Passing Your Weak Subjects: You are much better than you think! (Routledge Study Guides)Routledge, 2008

	Do you have a weak subject you just have to pass?


	Ideal for students of any subject, this highly accessible and practical study guide gives you quick and easy strategies to help you make decisive progress in the subjects you find difficult or uninteresting, leaving you free to concentrate on the subjects you love.

...
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The Nutritionist: Food, Nutrition, and Optimal Health, 2nd EditionRoutledge, 2009

	Now in an updated and expanded new edition, The Nutritionist: Food, Nutrition, and Optimal Health, 2nd Edition, provides readers with vital information about how to simply but radically improve their daily lives with the science of nutrition, balance their diets to achieve more energy, and improve health and longevity.

...
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Encyclopedia of 20Th-Century TechnologyRoutledge, 2005

	All editors of encyclopedias are faced with the problem of what to include. Even if the title is agreed and the numbers of volumes and pages have been decided, the sum of possible entries could be very large. In the case of the Encyclopedia of 20th-Century Technology, the editor decided that in order to construct a logical and consistent set...
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The Sane Society (Routledge Classics)Routledge, 2001

	Following the publication of the seminal Fear of Freedom, Erich Fromm applied his unique vision to a critique of contemporary capitalism in The Sane Society. Where the former dealt with man's historic inability to come to terms with his sense of isolation, and the dangers to which this can lead, The Sane Society...
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Historic U.S. Court Cases: An EncyclopediaRoutledge, 2001

	This collection of essays looks at over 200 major court cases, at both state and federal levels, from the colonial period to the present. Organized thematically, the articles range from 1,000 to 5,000 words and include recent topics such as the Microsoft antitrust case, the O.J. Simpson trials, and the Clinton impeachment. This new edition...
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Greece in the Making, 1200-479 BC (Routledge History of the Ancient World)Routledge, 2009

	Greece in the Making 1200–479 BC is an accessible and comprehensive account of Greek history from the end of the Bronze Age to the Classical Period. The first edition of this book broke new ground by acknowledging that, barring a small number of archaic poems and inscriptions, the majority of our literary evidence for...
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